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Information on possible outcomes of the robot's operators is organized 
into "triangle tables," which can be used to divide tasks among several 
cooperating robots by making the goals of one robot the preconditions of 
another's action. 
Some advanced robot problem-solving situations are described: dynamic 
environments, environments incorporating complex actions, and interaction 
with other active agents. The STRIPS system can be extended to deal with 
such situations, but it becomes clear that to build understandable robot 
systems, suitable for use in problem-solving research, a more capable 
formalism is required. 
Both knowledge and goals must be expressible in procedural form. It 
must be made easy to maintain parallel plans at different levels of abstraction, 
and to provide coordination and communication between those plans. It is 
common to take general procedures and apply them to specific situations, 
but future problem-solving systems must be able to reason inductively, 
taking a procedure that worked in a specific situation and generalizing it. 
We have not yet seen a formalism which can meet all of these requirements. 
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In the above discussion the reader will find a number of references to a 
new generation of goal-oriented problem-solving formalisms which have 
grown up in the last 7 yr. These formalisms take it as their explicit goal 
to directly and naturally express the procedures that a problem solver 
needs. Some of these procedures are concerned with high level problem- 
solving processes (e.g., "try working backwards from the goal"), whereas 
others are "know how" associated with a particular domain (e.g., "look 
both ways before crossing astreet"). Planning and the procedural embedding 
of knowledge are two important themes that have emerged as central issues 
in problem solving. A plan is a very general kind of procedure that has at 
least two parts: a trigger which specifies the circumstances under which it 
can (should) be invoked and a body which is executed when the trigger is 
pulled. " I f  p is asserted and (implies p q) is asserted then assert q" and "to 
show that n is a prime it is sufficient o show that no integer less than or 
equal to its square root divides it" are examples of plans. The Thesis of 
Procedural Embedding of Knowledge roughly says that "knowledge is best 
expressed in procedures." More formally we could say "Knowledge is 
intrinsically tightly bound to the specialized procedures for its use." Plans 
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invoked by pattern-directed invocation have turned out to be a very general 
and flexible way to embed knowledge in procedures. Actually the above 
paradigm for using plans for the procedural embedding of knowledge is 
too simplified: 
Account must taken of what the plans are supposed to accomplish as well 
as how they are supposed to try. 
The pre-conditions that must be satisfied to invoke a plan, the com- 
plaints that can be anticipated might be generated by running the plan, and 
the post-conditions that are obtained by its successful completion must all 
be made explicit. 
An explicit statement is needed of the implicit world knowledge that 
plans are relying on for their correct operation. [E.g. knowledge about cars 
and roads is background knowledge for a procedure for crossing the street.] 
An explicit justification that the plans meet heir specifications i needed. 
Research is currently underway to extend the procedural embedding of 
knowledge paradigm to satisfy the above goals. It involves creating still 
more plans (goal oriented procedures) to explain and justify existing plans 
to create a network of dependency which ultimately envelops the whole 
knowledge structure. The development and maintenance of such a web of 
dependencies seems necessary for truly intelligent problem solving since it 
seems to be the only way a sophisticated problem solver can have any real 
knowledge of itself. 
Quite recently the whole basis for the formalisms for the procedural 
embedding of knowledge has been unified by the development of actors 
which are a generalization of the "functional data structures" of the lambda- 
calculus languages (Landin, Evans, Reynolds), the class construct, of 
S IMULA-67 (Dahl and Nygaard, 1966), and the token stream classes of 
SMALL  TALK.  Actors are potentially active elements which are defined 
by their behavior when passed messages. They are universal modular 
components for constructing PLANNER-l ike formalisms for the procedural 
embedding of knowledge. The development of actors has in turn led to 
the development of a behavioral semantics that seems more suited as a 
foundation for the procedural embedding of knowledge than the classical 
denotational (model theoretic) semantics formalized by Church in 1930. 
The interested reader can explore these matters further by consulting the 
following works. 
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